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Adopted by Council 11 April 2019

PERFORMANCE, AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
TERMS OF REFERENCE
1. MEMBERSHIP AND QUORUM
a) The Committee shall consist of


at least five Councillors; and



at least one independent member (that is, a member who is neither a
Councillor nor a staff member, appointed to the role by the Council).

Council can appoint additional members for a period of time when their
appointment is deemed necessary for the Committee to discharge its function.
The quorum shall be three members.

2. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Committee are to assist the Council to provide oversight of:
a) financial and non-financial reporting including strategic performance management
and operational performance,
b) risk management (including cash and investment management),
c) internal control systems including compliance with laws and regulation,
d) satisfying itself about the existence and quality of cost-effective internal control
and risk management systems, and the proper application of processes; and
e) the external audit process, including:


monitoring the Council’s external and internal audit process;



engaging with Council’s external auditors regarding the external audit work
programme and agreeing the terms and arrangements of the external audit;



reviewing the effectiveness of the annual audit and 10-year plan audit;



monitoring management responses to audit reports and the extent to which
external audit recommendations concerning internal accounting controls and
other matters are implemented.

3. ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS
a) Unless otherwise requested the Chief Executive and the Director of Finance and
Corporate Services are to attend meetings.
b) Other parties, including other members of the Council, may be invited to attend
by the Committee to assist the Committee in its work.
c) The public are welcome to attend any meeting of the Committee, except for any
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part of a meeting where the public are excluded for the reasons set out in the
Local Government Official Information and Meeting Act.
d) External Auditors may attend meetings during the year.
e) External Auditors (or Internal Auditors) may request a special meeting, if they
consider this to be necessary.
4. DELEGATED POWERS
The Committee is authorised by the Council to:
a) review matters within its Term of Reference,
b) seek information that it requires, within its terms of reference, from the Chief
Executive who is required to co-operate with appropriate requests made by the
Committee,
c) request access to outside legal or independent professional advice should it
consider this necessary to meet the objectives set out in its terms of reference.
Such independent advisors may attend meetings if so requested,
d) undertake other such matters of a financial nature that the Committee may from
time to time deem important; and
e) make recommendations to the Council on matters outside of the Committee’s
delegated powers.
5. RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibilities of the Committee shall be:
5.1

Financial Reporting including Strategic/Operational Performance
Management
a) Review the Annual Report, the draft financial statements and groups of
activities prior to being finalised by the External Auditor.
b) Consider any changes in accounting policies, standards or reporting
requirements requiring Council approval.
c) Review financial and non-financial results during the year and the progress
towards the achievement of strategic priorities and levels of service (these
measures and targets are subject to audit under the Local Government
Act).
d) Review the cost effectiveness of major programmes in delivering
Environment Canterbury’s contribution to strategic priorities and levels of
service.
e) Review the contributions from Government and other organisations. The
Council’s role is facilitating contributions from those organisations to
achieve strategic priorities and levels of service in partnership with
Environment Canterbury.
f) To set criteria and review portfolio budgets, early in the budget cycle, to
understand the reasons behind budget decisions and to ensure that budget
proposals have been systematically and rigorously analysed, and to make
recommendations that expenditure is required to meet strategic priorities.
g) Receive and review reports on the performance of other Council
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commercial activities, including properties leased or rented to external
parties.
h) Consider matters relating to rating and other funding.
i) Maintain an overview of our financial reserves policy to deal with unexpected
financial contingencies.
j) Maintain overview of contingent liabilities.
5.2

Risk Management (including cash and investment management)
a) To review the risk management process to ensure the system for
identifying, assessing, monitoring, mitigating and reporting strategic risks
and key operational risks is adequate.
b) To ensure risk management is integrated into strategic and operational
management as business as usual.
c) Appoint and review at least three yearly the Funds Manager contract in
regard to the management of investment funds and as a result of that
review, to determine that the contract may be extended or retendered.
d) Review the performance of the investment portfolio, annually.
e) Maintain an overview of overdue debt management.
f) Maintain an overview of risk associated with Council-controlled trading
organisations, if any exist.

5.3

Internal control systems including compliance with laws and regulation
a) Consider any matters referred to it by an internal audit function.
b) Review the proposed Annual Programme for the Internal Audit and
recommend to Council.
c) Satisfy itself about the existence and quality of cost-effective internal control
systems and the proper application of procedures.
d) Act on suspected or actual fraud and ensure failings or weaknesses that
are identified from any review of internal controls have been, or are being,
remedied.

5.4

External Audit
a) The Auditor-General is the appointed External Auditor, in accordance with
section 29B of the Public Finance Act 1989. The Committee must ensure it
complies with both the Public Finance Act 1989 and Public Audit Act 2001.
The Auditor-General is also auditor of all Council-Controlled Organisations,
per section 70 of the Local Government Act 2002.
b) Ensure that the provision of non-audit services by the External Auditors
does not impair the auditors independence or objectivity.
c) Discuss with the External Auditor, the nature and scope of the audit and
review the Auditor’s quality control procedures and changes in regulatory or
other requirements.
d) Review the External Auditor’s management letter, ensuring that
management’s responses are adequate.
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e) Consider other matters referred to the Committee by the Council.
6. REPORTING PROCEDURES
a) The Committee shall be accountable to the Council, in relation to the
Committee’s activities and responsibilities.
b) The Committee shall review the Terms of Reference periodically or as
circumstances require.
c) The appointment of ‘other appointee’ (refer 1(b)) to the membership of the
Committee shall be a decision of the Council.
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5. Performance
5.1. Action List
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 13 August 2020

Author

Nicholas Hill, Risk & Improvement Manager

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to record matters raised at the Performance, Audit and
Risk Committee meetings that require substantial follow up actions and to provide
delivery times and accountability.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the Action List

Action List
Status Key:
No.
1
2

Not started

In progress

Complete

Action
Finance: Sensitive Expenditure report
presentation and consider audience
Audit: Audit letter Actions:

Source
PARC 28/11/2019

Responsibility
Catherine Schache

Audit letter

Strengthening procurement and
contract management
Asset management system for flood
protection assets
Useful lives of assets

Audit letter

Danette Wereta

Audit letter

Leigh Griffiths

Audit letter

Katherine Harbrow

Breach of interest rate risk
management
Old MetroCard credits and expired
balances

Audit letter

Katherine Harbrow

Audit letter

Jeremy Dickson
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5.2. Public Transport Financial Update
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

13 August 2020

Author

Stewart Gibbon Senior Manager, Public Transport

Endorsed by

Nadeine Dommisse Chief Operating Officer

Purpose
1.

To provide a financial update on Public Transport

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the financial update on public transport

Attachments
Financial update on public transport
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Public Transport Financial Update June 2020
Background
The following analysis is based on financial results for the twelve-month period from 1 July
2019 to 30 June 2020. Monthly activity and risks are outlined at the end of the report.

Financial Results
The table below provides details of expenditure levels for the twelve months beginning 1 July
2019 to 30 June 2020 and also the various funding sources. The financial result is also
compared to the 2019/20 Annual Plan budget.

Expenditure is under budget by $7.8m. The most significant driver of this is bus contract
payments which are $5.5m under budget. This has been due to delays in funding approval
from NZTA for service changes, delays in ERA changes due to national discussions to develop
a common interpretation of how to apply the legislation and NZTA indexing being lower than
forecast.
Technology costs are under budget by $609k due to capital project timing, $590k budget for
innovation projects has been carried over to 2020/21.
CCC Infrastructure funding allocation is $531k under budget due to a lower claim rate this
year.

Performance, Audit and Risk Committee 2018-04-26
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Planning & Strategy is underspent by $701k. The Travel Demand Management project for the
partnership valued at $560k did not proceed due to no funding from NZTA.
Marketing is under budget by $416k due to activity being lower than anticipated driven by
COVID disruptions and and subsequent resource focus on other activities.
Total Mobility costs are over budget by $527k, $492k of this is the customers share paid by
ECan which is 100% reimbursed by NZTA due to Covid-19.
Revenue is currently under budget by $5.7m. Grants are lower than budget for Bus Contracts,
IT projects, Infrastructure claims, Planning & Strategy and Marketing due to underspending in
these areas.
Fare revenue is under budget. Patronage for July 19 to March 20 has been lower than last
year driven by reduced transfers as a result of land use changes. Public transport was
provided free of charge during Covid-19 alert levels 4, 3 and 2, revenue shortfalls are
underwritten by NZTA from 23 March to 30 June 2020. Total grants claimed is $4.5m, $3.7m
has been received so far.

Monthly Activity
Patronage – Fiscal year to Date

Greater Christchurch Monthly Patronage
1.6

Number of passenger trips (millions)

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Jul
11-12

Aug

Sept

12-13

GREATER
CHRISTCHURCH
Patronage

13-14

Oct

Nov
14-15

Dec
15-16

Jan

Feb

16-17

June 2020

Y-T-D

843,032

11,022,657

Prev Yr.
Comparison
19.5%

37.0

0.9

Mar
17-18

Apr
18-19

May

Jun

19-20

(-21.5%)

Farebox Recovery

32.6
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June 2020 saw a significant negative impact on patronage growth (-21.5%) for the fiscal year
attributable to the COVID-19 event.
The fiscal Y-T-D patronage remains negative with -19.5% growth for 2019/20.

Farebox Recovery
In the recently adopted Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan the farebox recovery target
has been reviewed. The annualised target is now to maintain or improve on the current level
of farebox recovery, that being 38.2, by 2024.
June’s 2020’s farebox recovery was 32.6 taking the 2019/20 year to date ratio to 37.0 a
decrease of 0.9 compared to the same time last year.
June 2020’s average fare was $2.07 ex GST for Greater Christchurch compared to $1.60 ex
GST for June 2019. The combination of reduced patronage and funding underwriting by
NZTA have distorted the June outcome.
From 23 March to 14 June 2020 Canterbury’s fares were free due to the Covid-19 National
lockdown. However, any lost revenue from March to June 2020, due to Covid-19, has been
reimbursed by NZTA and is included in the farebox recovery and average fare. NZTA have
confirmed that they will continue to underwrite reduced fare revenues nationaly through to 31
December 2020.

Payment Type
Other
Payment
Type
June 2020

MetroCard

Cash

SuperGold
Card

e.g.
Complimentary
passes etc

79.4%

10.1%

5.7%

4.8%

Fares were re-introduced on 15 June. Cash fares made up 13% of payments in June 2019

Community Transport
Community Transport (combined Total Mobility and vehicle trusts) Y-T-D is tracking over
budget year to date.
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Community Transport costs are $527k higher than budget, $492k of this is relating to client
share paid by ECan. NZTA’s COVID fare reduction policy for total mobility took effect from 14
April and remained in place until 30 June 20. During this period, client share of total mobility
costs up to $35 was paid by ECan which has been 100% claimed back from NZTA.
Usage year to date is 7% down against last year in terms of trips, with wheelchair trips being
down 18%. As can be seen from the trends below, March, April and May usage is significantly
down as a result of the COVID response to travel restrictions.
Average subsidised fare for the fiscal year is $9.91 compared to $9.26 last year. The increase
is primarily driven by the increased hoist usage prior to lockdown.
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Feedback
With New Zealand in lockdown and services significantly reduced as a result of
COVID, complaint rates were significantly lower

Based on passenger counts in June the most recent complaint rate is around 0.01%
slightly below the long run average of 0.017%.

Project Updates
The following Projects are currently in flight:

Real Time
Information
System

Two suppliers have been shortlisted. The project has been reactivated post
COVID and a decision on the preferred supplier for this project is expected
in August

Employment
Relations Act

The industry has been collaborating at a national level to establish some
common principles in the interpretation and application of the changes
relating to breaks in the Employment Relations Act. These common
principles were received in December and have been socialised with local
operators.
Work is now underway developing new timetables where appropriate in
collaboration with operators which will then be used to determine the cost
impost of the legislation change.
Implementation of timetable and roster changes has been negatively
impacted by COVID. With our strategy to minimise changes at time of
contract transition in November, implementation of ERA changes has been
programmed to occur over a longer time period. This progressive change
process is anticipated to be completed by March 2021.

Service
Improvements

Council approved funding for the 2019/20 annual plan to enable service
improvements to be delivered in a number of key areas on the network
based on the expectation from NZTA of enhanced funding of 75%. This
level of funding did not eventuate. In December NZTA subsequently
advised that funding at the standard funding rate of 51% had been
approved. Given the COVID event, this work was put on hold and has
subsequently been re-scheduled for this coming fiscal year
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Timaru On
Demand
Transport

As a result of COVID, MyWay was expedited to full operational delivery to
support the essential travel needs of the Timaru community during the
COVID event.
Community engagement continues to be positive as we reverted to Alert
level 1 in June with patronage recording a 5% increase on last year for the
period 9 June to 30 June (Alert level 1 period). This is significant in that
Fares were reintroduced and throughout the rest of New Zealand public
transport patronage tracked lower than the equivalent period of the previous
year by between 15-30%.

Leeston/Darfield
trials

The Darfield service now forms part of the new Unit 3 bus contract operated
by Red Bus. The Leeston trial is continuing to enable us to continue to
evaluate viability post COVID disruption.

Bus Contract
Transition
Planning

Planning continues for the transition of bus contracts on 29 November
following the outcome of the completed tender process. Environment
Canterbury is collaborating closely with Operators to effect a smooth
transition later this year.

Network Risk Summary
RISKS
Additional costs associated
with extensive road works
and detours

MONTHLY UPDATE
Moderate: The incidence of detours across the network has
reduced significantly in the current year. The risk remains,
however, and there are a few large roading projects planned for
2019 which are likely to impact the network.

Fuel price changes impact Moderate: Fuel prices continue to be low as result of COVID,
on public transport cost highlighting its volatility. The Fuel Market Bill currently being
and engagement
considered by government could result in reductions in fuel
prices later this year.
Potential for operator to Moderate: Staff continue to work with operators to ensure they
collapse due to contracted can operate sustainably. The impact of COVID on public
market
transport usage and bus operators is significant. Government
provided funding support to offset lost fare revenue through to
30 June 2020, however this does not cover non-public transport
services.
Road User Charge increase

High: Road User Charges increased 2019 with a further
increase scheduled for 2020 as part of the Government’s
Transport funding programme. This will also impact on the
NZTA Index

Risk of insufficient NLTP High: The NLTP funding envelope is under significant pressure
funding to match local nationally.
share
There is a risk that grant funding to support cost scope
adjustments across the 3-year NLTP budget envelope may be
insufficient or unavailable to match increased costs incurred due
to indexing, and contract changes.
NZTA have confirmed they have funding contingency to
respond to ERA cost changes and will underwrite fare shortfalls
through to 31 December 2020.
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee 2020-08-13
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It should be noted that there will be a negative impact on
revenue gathering from Fuel Excise and Road user Charges as
a result of COVID that is a key source of funding for the National
Land Transport Fund
Bus driver retention

High: Bus operators advise that driver pool capacity is
satisfactory in Canterbury at present, with normal rates of
turnover and recruitment activity.
Driver trasitions between operators as a result of contract
changes is starting to commence, leading up to 29 November
transition date

Employment Relations Act Moderate: Changes to the Employment relations Act came into
Changes
effect on 6 May 2019. An interim solution has been put in place
following industry agreement with a 12-month period
established to develop and deliver a sustainable long-term
solution. As noted under Projects, work continues with industry
to develop and finalise a long-term solution.
The key goal of this work is to minimise and balance service
impact, cost impact while ensuring driver entitlements.
Depending on the outcomes and constraints identified, this may
result in either additional cost or some reductions in service
levels.
COVID-19
High: The COVID-19 has had a severe impact on Public
Transport. Governent are underwriting lost fare revenue as a
result of COVID through to 31 December 2020.
There is a risk that if community transition were to occur, a
return to more restrictive travel via raised Alert levels could
impact further ron public transport usage

Performance, Audit and Risk Committee 2020-08-13
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5.3. Portfolio Financial Report June 2020
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 13 August 2020

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Katherine Harbrow, Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1. To report on portfolio financial performance for the year ended 30 June 2020.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the Portfolio Financial report for the year ended 30 June 2020.

Background
2. The Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Portfolio Financial Report
includes financial performance information for the year ended 30 June 2020. Service
delivery will be explained in the final quarterly Portfolio Performance Report as part of
the Annual Report.

Overall Performance
3. As at 30 June 2020, we had an operating surplus of $5.4M (million) compared to a
budgeted deficit of $1.45M, a favourable variance of $6.85M.
4. The variance is a result of spending $3.32M less than budget and receiving $3.54M
more revenue than budget. The 1.75% lower expenditure is in two portfolio’s, with
Public Transport expenditure being the largest ($8.43M). This is partly due to delay of
NZTA grant funding for public transport service delivery improvements until 2020/21.
Freshwater Management ($1.82M) variance was due to delays in Plan Change 7 in
the RMA Framework. Thiss variance is partly offset by the Biodiversity and
Biosecurity ($5.63M) above budget spend due to the National Wilding Conifer
programme.
5. Revenue is 1.88% above budget ($3.54M), Biodiversity and Biosecurity has
additional revenue ($6.06M) due to MfE grant revenue for the National Wilding
Conifer programme and Regional Leadership ($1.62M) for additional Rates Income
from additional capital value growth between setting and striking our rates. This
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variance was offset by Public Transport ($5.98M) as noted above due to delays in
grant funding approval from NZTA for service delivery improvements.

Financial Performance
6. The performance of each portfolio is displayed in the attached report. The significant
variances by Portfolio are:
a. Biodiversity & Biosecurity - $0.43M (million) better than budgeted deficit, due
to $6.06M more revenue and $5.63M more expenditure. Additional revenue
and expenditure both relate to the National Wilding Confer Programme.
b. Regional Leadership – $1.54M better than budgeted deficit, is due to
additional Rates Revenue from unbudgeted new rating units. Ngāi Tahu and
Regional Relationships has received additional grant funding for the
Canterbury Regional Economic Development Strategy programme.
c. Freshwater Management - $1.75M better than budget due to lower
expenditure in the RMA Water Framework for Plan Change 7. The remaining
lower expenditure is due to vacancies and delays to work programmes that
are further impacted by Covid-19.
d. Hazards, Risk and Resilience - $0.28M less than budget due to additional
revenue of $1.80M and additional expenditure of $2.08M. The additional
Revenue and Expenditure relates largely to the two events this year being the
Rangitata Floods and Emergency Management work for Covid-19.
e. Public Transport - $2.45M better than budget due to lower revenue and
expenditure across the programmes. The most significant variable
contributing to this is the bus contract payments.

Attachments
1. Portfolio Financial Report year to date 30 June 2020
File reference
Peer reviewers

Miles McConway, Finance & Corporate Services
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5.4. Financial Health Reports June 2020
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 13 August 2020

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Katherine Harbrow, Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1.

To report on the financial results for the year ended 30 June 2020.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the monthly Financial Health report for the year ended 30 June
2020

2.

notes the table of Council approved unbudgeted expenditure listed in this
report.

Background
2.

Monthly financial results are reported to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
as part of our prudent financial management responsibilities.

3.

The financial results for the year ended 30 June 2020 have been prepared and are
now presented to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee for review.

Financial Performance
Surplus/Deficit
4.

As at 30 June, we had an operating surplus of $5.40M compared to a budgeted deficit
of $1.45M, a favourable variance of $6.85M.

5.

The variance is a result of spending $3.32M less than budget and receiving $3.54M
more revenue than budget.

6.

This table helps explain the largest movements that make up the $6.85M variance to
budget:
Year to date 30 June 2020 variance to
budget
Air Quality
Lower number of subsidies paid
Biodiversity & Biosecurity
Braided River programme delays
Freshwater Management
Delays to Plan Change 7 and Te
Waihora Restoration
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Hazards, Risk & Resilience
Emergency Management & Rangitata
flood event
Regional Leadership
Additional rating income & Consents
Advisory
Transport & Urban Development
Bus Contract Payments
Total Portfolio Variances

($0.28M)

8+4 Forecast (pre-Covid-19) surplus

$4.2M

$1.55M
$2.44M
$6.85M

This is shown within the following
categories:
Rates – Additional rating revenue
Grants – Wilding conifer programme
User Pays & Other – Fare revenue
Goods & Services – Contractors
Labour - Vacancies
Overheads – Covid-19 impacts
Total

7.

$2.13M
$5.48M
($4.08M)
$3.22M
$1.4M
($1.3M)
$6.85M

As part of the 2020/21 Annual Plan $2.5M of the 2019/20 budget was proposed to be
carried forward, there was $1.0M of general reserve use and $1M of additional rating
revenue factored in to reduce the future rate increase.

Revenue
8.

Rates revenue $112.41M is over budget by $2.13M due to unbudgeted capital value
growth between setting the rates and striking our rates. User pays and other revenue
$33.59M is below budget by $4.08M due to lower consent processing and lower bus
fare patronage. Grants revenue is over budget ($5.48M) with a number of variables,
the two largest being Public Transport which is under budget due to delayed funding
by NZTA, and Biodiversity and Biosecurity are above due to the National Wilding
Conifer Programme.

Expenditure
9.

Goods and services are under budget by $3.18M, Public Transport and Freshwater
Management are the primary contributors and largely in Contractors and Consultancy.
This is partly offset by Biodiversity and Biosecurity being over budget.

10.

Overheads are over budget by $1.32M, mostly due to Covid-19 impacts in labour and
BIS.

11.

Labour is $1.4M under budget due to staff changes and vacancies.

Cashflow, Debtors and Debt
Treasury Performance
12.

Total cash at bank (including investments) was $34.1M as at 30 June 2020 and
includes a balance on MetroCards of $3.0M. ECan’s cash balance is therefore $31.1M
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compared to a policy of $12.8M. The higher level of cash and short-term investment
includes the additional $12.0M of borrowing from LGFA drawn down in September
2019; these funds are invested in term deposits until required for capital expenditure.
13.

The total debtors balance is $2.79M with $2.05M of that being current.

14.

Capital works are still being finalised but are below budget which relates mostly to the
Kainga depot, Real Time Information Systems and Water Data.

Council approved unbudgeted expenditure
Council
Meeting
11 July 2019
(Public excluded)

29 August 2019
(Public excluded)

29 August 2019
(Public Excluded)

12 December
2019

16 April 2020

18 June 2020
(Public Excluded)

Item
Remediation – asbestos
contamination – Johns
Road
Timaru On-Demand
Public Transport Project

Kainga Depot
Development funding –
increased in funding to
$7.5m and change from
$2M debt funding and
$5M Kainga Reserve
funding to fully debt
funded
Transfer of funds from
Energy Efficiency
Reserve for provision of
subsidy support for
Waimate and Geraldine
communities (and the
subsequent closing of the
reserve account)
Rangitata Flood Event –
overspend – funding
transferred from general
reserve
Fund new power
connections to the
remaining 24 surplus
residential sections at
Kainga.
Contribute towards
extending the Kainga
sewer to service ECan’s
nearby new Kainga Depot
and adjacent 36ha of
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Project
Type/Name
Operating:
Land Within WEC
Catchment District
(P070502)
Operating:

Portfolio

Amount
(GST) exclusive

Hazards, Risk
& Resilience

Public
Transport

$234,145

Asset
Services

$500,000
(additional
capital)

Energy Efficiency
Reserve

Air Quality

$159,993

Flood protection

Hazards, Risk
& Resilience

$150,000

Kainga Office

Asset services

$156,244

Kainga Office

Asset services

$250,000

PT Demand
Responsive
Transport Pilots
(P048740)
Capital:
Kainga Office –
Capital Work
(P210007)

Both debt funded –
debt repayment
through a
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heavy industrial land as a
joint venture with the
Empire Place
Developments Limited.

combination of sale
proceeds from the
residential sections
and the uplift in
lease income from
the industrial land.

Attachments
1.

FH BI Report Jun20 [5.4.2 - 3 pages]

Peer reviewers

Mark Smith, Team Leader Business Partnership
Nicholas Hill, Risk and Improvement Manager
Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services
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6. Risk
6.1. Health and Safety
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Report
Date of meeting
Author
Endorsed by

13 August 2020
Matthew Bennett
Principal Health and Safety Advisor
Miles McConway
Director Finance and Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

To provide a summary of information on Health and Safety matters to the Performance,
Audit and Risk Committee.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Receive the Health and Safety Governance Report.

Attachments
1.

200729 H S Report Governance June [6.1.1 - 8 pages]
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Health and Safety Report: June 2020

Summary
The last health and safety report to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee was on
the 2nd of July. This report covers all events and activities from the 1st to 30th of June 2020.






Considerable progress has been made by all Sections on their H+S Plan Actions. While
the number of overdue items is still high, the number of closed items is increasing at a
greater rate.
As Plan Actions are completed improvements and corrective actions are rising. There
has also been an increase in the completion rate of these. The auditing of completion is
on track and to date only one action has not passed.
Eleven incidents have been reported since the last report (May 2020): Eight
insignificant, one minor and two moderate events. All the learning enquiries have been
completed for these and findings are being implemented.
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Health and Safety Strategy Work Programme
Strategy Update
Title

Description

Status

Progress

Status Comment

to Date

Information and

Develop a digital tool to record, report

On

The primary work has been completed and gone live (Section

Data

and track progress and performance

schedule /

H+S Planning tool). The final stage: development of H+S

Management

on H+S

no issues

Dashboards required the data collected from the plans.

Visible Safety

Regular Safety Tours by Directors and

On

Safety Tours have now been incorporated into the Section

Leadership

Senior Leaders

schedule /

H+S Plans and progress will be reported as a part of the lead

no issues

indicator data.

Scoping

After implementing some additional methods of sharing

Information

Improving the methods of sharing

Sharing

health and safety information and

95%

100%

25%

information, we monitored its effectiveness.

learnings
Safe Systems of

Development, reviewing and updating

Minor

The development of SSoW has been slow, primarily due to

Work

of safe systems of work for all tasks /

delays /

identifying what activities required to be documented. With

activities that expose Environment

issues

the digital H+S plans this barrier has been overcome and

Canterbury workers to potential harm.
H+S4PL

Health and safety training for senior

40%

accountability has bene introduced.
Complete

The initial courses were delivered to all identified People

leaders: Develop an H+S training

Leaders. The training is now in a BAU status and where it will

package for People Leaders

be provided twice annually to all new People Leaders.

Incident

Improve the quality of incident

On

An upgrade was rolled out on the incident reporting tool,

Management

management and implementation of

schedule /

register and associated workflow on July 23rd 2020.

learnings

no issues

Greater consistency has also been achieved in sharing

100%

95%

Learning Enquiry Reports.
Corrective

Develop and utilise an effective

On

An improvement and Corrective Actions Register and

Actions

method for improvement and

schedule /

associated workflow has been built in SharePoint and is

corrective actions including alerting

no issues

currently being tested - anticipated to go live towards the

and escalation of actions and reporting

85%

middle to end of November 2019

on progress
Training and

Develop a training management

On

Due to COVID-19 the initial plan had to be altered. Direct 1:1

Competency

system that enables clear view of

schedule /

consultation has been undertaken and the documentation

Data

training requirements and currency

no issues

phase is now underway.

Contractor

Develop a centralised database and

Design

Resulting from a learning enquiry in August and the

Management

supporting resources to enable

acceptance of a recommendation a significant piece of work is

effective contractor management in

being led by the Risk and Business Improvement Manager that

line with the contractor management

will increase H+S assurance in this area.

30%

30%

protocol.
Worksite

Inspection Environment Canterbury

On

Targets for worksite inspections is now set in the H+S Plans

Monitoring

worksites and activities as planned in

schedule /

and progress reported as a lead indicator

the Section H+S Plans

no issues

Designing of surveying method for

Design

H+S Survey

100%

collecting worker input on the

20%

performance and effectiveness of
HSMS and Strategy.
Lone / Remote

Develop and implement an 'All of

On

Solution designed, piloted and documented. Now being rolled

Worker Tracking

Environment Canterbury' hardware, IT

schedule /

out across Teams

platform

no issues
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Lead Indicators
Lead indicators are any measure, data or information that provides an insight into performance
without a system failure occurring.
Our Planned Actions provide a measurable event where we will intentionally look at how work is
being undertaken under normal conditions.

53 Plan Actions have been closed since the May report. Overdue items are down 25 from 76 in May.

Improvement and Corrective Actions
Upon completion (closing) of a task, the system automatically schedules an audit date that prompts
for a follow up check to ensure that the improvement or corrective action is in place and effective.
This process provides an additional layer of assurance to health and safety.

With plan actions closing improvements and corrective are actions increasing. 30 actions have been
checked to see that the implementation was and continues to be effective. Overdue actions are
down by approx. 50%
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Lag Indicators
Lag indicators refers to any measure resulting from a failure. In the context of Environment
Canterbury these are principally incidents.
Incidents from 1 June to 30 June 2020:

Year-to-date Summary
1 November 2019 – 30 2020
Incident by Impact and Group (Table)

Communications and Engagement
Finance and Corporate Services
Operations
Science
Strategy and Planning
Contractors
Non-Workplace
Visitor / Public
Total (by Impact)

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

7
24
7

-

2
14
2

38
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16
1
1
1
19

Major &
Catastrophic
2

2
20

2
4

Total (by Group)

9
56
10
1
3
2
81
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Incidents by Status

Incidents by Risk Category
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Incidents by Actual Harm

Actual harm refers to the extent of
injury resulting from the event:
Major: Required surgery
Moderate: Required a Doctors’ Visit
Minor: First Aid Kit used
Insignificant: No harm
Blank: This event is awaiting triage

Incidents by Potential Harm
Potential harm refers the degree of
injury that could have occurred if
conditions had been slightly
different (number of variables).
The importance of this data set is
that it informs the business of how
serious events could have been.
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Incident Count by Risk Category with Lost Time (hours)

Incident Count by Month with Lost Time (hours)

Incident Count by Group with Lost Time (hours)
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6.2. Risk Standing Report
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting
Author

Nicholas Hill, Risk and Business Improvement Manager

Endorsed by

[Name & Job Title]

Purpose
1.

This report is a standing item to update the Committee on Environment Canterbury’s
risk management programme and provide a forum for the Committee to raise concerns.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receives the Risk Standing report as an update on risk management activities

2.

advises staff:
2.1. that there are no issues requiring additional risk assurance, or
2.2. specify issues that require risk assurance reports.

Disruption Management
2.

Disruption management remains a key focus for the organisation and for the Risk
Management function. While the immediate impacts of Covid-19 response have
reduced, and work has generally gone back to normal, we remain committed to
continued readiness to respond to disruption in the future. Our disruption advisory
group continues to meet regularly and maintain a level of situational awareness to
support informed decision making.

3.

We can describe a new state emerging, where exposure to possible Covid-19 contact is
a possibility and staff and the organisation need to remain aware and prepared for a
range of scenarios. Plans, processes and communications are being reviewed and
revised to ensure staff, community and organisational safety are appropriately
considered and remain current.

4.

Longer term improvement work is occurring that includes redevelopment of our crisis /
disruption planning and management policy and framework. Current intent is to refine
our processes further and test them in a practical way before confirming policy. Work
around functional and work plans under development in association with long term
planning will include risk and specific disruption related risk considerations.
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Internal Audit
5.

Following endorsement of the 2020/21 Internal Audit Plan at the 2 July Performance
Audit and Risk Committee meeting, staff are running in a procurement process in order
to deliver the programme, as agreed, within the financial year.

6.

The fourth audit scheduled for the previous financial year was on Statutory Compliance.
This was reported as delayed due to the Covid-19 and the work is currently being
completed.

File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Peer reviewers

[Names of two peer reviewers who have reviewed this paper]
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7. Audit
7.1. Covid-19 Reporting and Year end audit process
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 13 August 2020

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Katherine Harbrow, Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1.

To provide an update on Covid-19 reporting and the year end audit process.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1. notes the process for Covid-19 reporting and the dates relating to the year-end
audit and adoption of the Annual Report.

Year End and Audit
2.

The year-end draft numbers have been finalised and noted in the Financial Health and
Portfolio Performance reports.

3.

Audit NZ will be on-site for two weeks commencing 24 August 2020.

4.

Levels of service evidence is being collated and has been initially reviewed.

5.

Covid-19 impacts will be reported to Audit NZ and there will be a Covid-19 note in our
2019/20 Annual Report.

6.

Attached is a copy of the extensive Audit NZ questionnaire that staff have completed
to understand the impact from Covid-19.

7.

Attached is a copy of the SOLGM Covid-19 practice note for the 2019/20 Annual
Report.

Next Steps
8.

The 2019/20 Annual Report will be tabled at the next PARC meeting on 1 October
2020.

9.

The 2019/20 Annual Report is expected to be presented for adoption at the Council
meeting 22 October 2020.
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Attachments
1.
2.

COVID 19 Questionnaire [HGOV] [7.1.1 - 13 pages]
Covid-19-and-annual-report [7.1.2 - 12 pages]

Peer reviewers

Mark Smith, Team Leader Business Partnership
Nicholas Hill, Risk and Improvement Manager
Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services
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COVID-19 questionnaire
Client:

Canterbury Regional Council (ECAN)

Responses prepared by:

Katherine Harbrow, Tarsha Triplow, Mark Wright

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us understand some of the risks and challenges that you
are facing in preparing your accounts as a result of COVID-19 and to facilitate further discussion. If
you are unsure about any of the questions below, please contact your Appointed Auditor or Audit
Manager to discuss.
Question

Response

General
Are you aware of the COVID-19 bulletins covering
revaluations of property, plant and equipment
and investment property, and service
performance reporting, that are available on our
website?

Yes

How did lockdown impact the operations of your
organisation?

Essential: Civil Defence, Crisis Management team
was set up, some aspects of River Engineering
(flood protection), Biosecurity (Pest control),
Asset Services, Marine Incidence response,
Incidence Response for Zone Delivery, Knowledge
Management (postal and courier), Marine Oil spill
response, Parks & Forests (opening/closing Parks)
Public Transport service.

What elements of your organisation were deemed
essential and continued to operate during
lockdown?
What elements were deemed non-essential but
were able to operate in a modified form (for
example, online)?
How did this change under each alert level?

Non-Essential: Within 48 hours all non-essential
staff were working from home. The majority of
staff were able to continue their normal duties
apart from some Field staff and those juggling
family/children commitments (approx. 6% total
staff). We had already started a soft launch of
Teams and lockdown bought this forward.
Council could continue to operate and were
meeting using Microsoft Teams.
After Level 2 it was voluntary for anyone to return
to the office, however staff were allowed to
continue to work from home with a final return to
the office date of 1 July 2020. We have revised
the existing flexible working to enable more
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Question

Response
flexibility about working from home going
forward.

Have you performed an impact assessment on a
line-by-line basis over the statement of financial
position and statement of comprehensive on
income/revenue and expenses?

Portfolios have noted impacts on their monthly
reports around what programmes have been
affected. Statement of Financial Position has not
been materially impacted.

If so, can you please provide us with a copy of this
assessment?
Have you received any accounting advice for
COVID-19 related issues?

No

If so, could you please provide us with a copy of
the advice?
Going concern
What impact did COVID-19 have on your financial
results and financial position?

Delayed some programme deliverables resulting
in a higher surplus in those
programmes/portfolios. Delays to Kaianga
building capital project.

How have you considered the impact of COVID-19
in the going concern assessment that you have
prepared/are preparing?

Going Concern assessment not prepared yet. At
this stage we do not see a material impact on our
funding through rates, grants or other and do not
expect it to affect our going concern assessment.

There are requirements in both NZ IFRS and PBE
IPSAS to assess the validity of the going concern
assumption, looking forward at least 12 months.
The client substantiation section of our website
contains good practice guidance that may assist
you in preparing your assessment.
Are you likely to need a letter of support or
comfort to support your going concern
assessment?

No

How sensitive is your going concern assessment to
changes in inputs and assumptions?

Not particularly sensitive due to our low debt
levels and our high collectability of funding.

We will need to review the going concern
assumption at the beginning of the audit as well as
prior to issuing the audit opinion. You will need to
consider any changes between this period and how
they impact your assessment.
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Question

Response

Governance
To what extent are those charged with
governance involved in the decision making and
response to COVID-19?

Council meetings continued to be held via Teams,
PARC meetings continued to be held via Teams.
Annual Plan draft rates increase was reduced
from 9.8% to 4%.

Were any new committees set up in response to
COVID-19?

Staff Crisis Management Team (CMT) was
activated. Senior Leaders were regularly kept
informed by CMT.

If so, can you provide us with copies of the
minutes of these meetings?
Did the audit and risk committee continue to meet
(even if virtually) during the lockdown period?

Yes

Are those charged with governance engaging with
management on COVID-19 accounting issues and
disclosures?

The Chair of PARC initiated the 4th Internal Audit
on Collusive Fraud. The independent member
questioned if Internal Controls were maintained,
and he sent Covid-19 reporting updates and
training from the XRB.
All Councillors attended Teams meeting to discuss
8+4 forecast and initial Covid-19 impacts were
discussed.

Risk management
What additional risks have been identified as a
result of COVID-19?

Increased need for cleaning offices and providing
hygiene supplies.

Have these been added to the risk register or
captured in a separate COVID-19 response
document?

Business Continuity Plan (BCP) were reviewed and
all provided to Risk team as soon as lockdown
started.

If additional risks were added, please advise us
what these were.

Public Transport – public health issues

Have there been any changes to risk management
processes as a result of COVID-19? If so, what
were they?

Email authorisations for some financial
transactions. But mostly the work we do is
electronic already.

In particular have any financial risk management
processes changed. E.g. risk management in
financial instrument note may need to be updated.
Significant contracts
Has COVID-19 impacted on your organisation’s
ability to honour significant contracts?
If so, what are the legal implications?
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No. NZTA has supported ECAN and we have
continued with our Bus Contract Payments. We
moved to paying our suppliers weekly during
lockdown and have continued this practice to
ensure cashflow for the local community.
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Question

Response

Have there been any payments made to
contractors during lockdown, not directly related
to work performed (for example, to retain
capacity or for contract extension)?

No

What is the value and how are you proposing to
account for these costs?
Have you considered whether any existing
contracts are now deemed onerous (loss-making)
as a result of COVID-19?

NZTA will continue to support bus contracts and
loss of user pays income, extra cleaning costs
through to Dec2020.

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic may cause
delays or changes to costs to complete a contract.
As a result an onerous contract could arise.
Control environment
What was the impact of the lockdown and other
restrictions on procurement processes?

No amendments were made to the delegations
policy.

For example:

Manual approvals were made by email.



Were there deviations from the delegations
policy during the lockdown? Or was the
delegations policy amended?

No backlog of processing, staff found lockdown
more efficient.



How did processes that are normally
manual occur during lockdown? For
example, were approvals given via email
instead of hard-copy signatures?



Did the lockdown create any backlog of
processing?

Were any emergency purchases required (for
example, new IT equipment, personal protective
equipment)?

Yes. Separate record was kept. Additional IT
equipment was required. Additional cleaning and
hygiene products.

Did you procure these emergency goods and/or
services by applying emergency procurement
provisions and if so, did you keep a separate
record of this procurement?

No emergency procurement provisions needed

What was the impact of the lockdown and other
restrictions on payroll processes?

Approved by email and paid through BAU
electronic payment gateway.

For example:



How did processes that are normally
manual occur during lockdown? E.g. were
approvals given via email instead of hardcopy signatures?
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Question



Response

Did the lockdown create any backlog of
processing?

Were any changes made to banking signatories
during the lockdown?

No

What was the impact of lockdown on other
systems of internal control, such as revenue and
journals, due to working remotely, staff
availability, or any other factors?

Nintex form was set up during lockdown for
Revenue invoicing requests. Previously a manual
form.

If there were changes to the systems of internal
control (for expenditure, payroll, or otherwise),
has your organisation reverted back to the
systems as they were pre-lockdown?

Payroll reverted to hard copy signatures. From 1
July.

If so, when did this occur?
Were any user access roles changed within the
financial management information system (FMIS),
payroll system, or other information systems
during lockdown?

No

What were the changes?
Has your organisation reverted back to the
settings as they were pre-lockdown?
If so, when did this occur?
Is there anything else we should know about the
way your internal controls operated during the
lockdown?

No. Deloitte has undertaken a collusive fraud
Internal Audit and found internal control were
strong. CE blog communicated to staff during
lockdown results from an Office of Auditor
General paper giving advice on procurement and
highlighted a couple of Local Govt recent fraud
cases - reminding staff to be vigilant.

Accounting policies and disclosures
What significant judgements are you planning on
adding or changing in your financial statements as
a result of COVID-19?

We will add a note discussing Covid 19 and any
impacts if any.

What other disclosures are you planning to make
in your notes to the financial statements and
annual report on the impact of COVID-19?

Any impairment on Land & Tuam St building

We expect all organisations to include, at a
minimum, a COVID-19 note explaining the impact
of the pandemic on the organisation.
Additional disclosures around specific account
balances may also be required, particularly where
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Question

Response

there are judgements and sensitivities relating to
COVID-19.
General valuation
Items carried at fair value
Both PBE IPSAS 17 and NZ IAS 16 require that for property, plant and equipment asset classes measured
using the revaluation model:



Revaluations shall be made with sufficient regularity to ensure that the carrying amount does not
differ materially from that which would be determined using fair value at the end of the
reporting period (NZ IAS 16.31, PBE IPSAS 17.44).



When the fair value of a revalued asset differs materially from its carrying amount, a further
revaluation is required (NZ IAS 16.34, PBE IPSAS 17.49).



If an item of property, plant and equipment is revalued, the entire class of property, plant and
equipment to which that asset belongs shall be revalued (NZ IAS 16.36, PBE IPSAS 17.51).

Therefore, the fair value of assets measured at fair value needs to be assessed at each reporting date to
see if there has been a material movement in value. This is referred to below as a “fair value
assessment”. If there has been a material movement, then a revaluation of the relevant asset class is
required. If the fair value movement is not material then a revaluation of that asset class is not required
this year. Evidence to support the fair value assessment needs to be provided to the auditor.
Those entities that hold investment property are required to revalue this to fair value at each reporting
date, if they have adopted the revaluation model under either under PBE IPSAS 16 for public benefit
entities or NZ IAS 40 for for-profit entities.
Items carried at historical cost
Impairment assessments need to be completed for goodwill and other cash-generating property, plant
and equipment held at cost. The COVID-19 pandemic and related economic impacts are an indicator of
impairment, triggering the requirement to estimate the recoverable amount for all relevant cashgenerating assets.
For non-cash-generating PBE assets recorded at cost, an impairment assessment is only necessary if
there is an indicator of impairment. For example, if there has there been a significant reduction in
demand for services provided by the asset, or long-term changes in the way the asset is expected to be
used.
For which of the following assets classes has a
revaluation, fair value assessment, or impairment
assessment been completed (Please provide
details for each asset class – for example,
revaluation completed for land and buildings,
impairment assessment completed for cash
generating units):



property, plant and equipment;



intangible assets;



infrastructural asset;
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Land and Buildings being assessed for impairment
by QV
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Question



inventory; and



other cash-generating units; or



any other balance sheet items.

Response

We are expecting impairment or fair value
assessments to be prepared and provided to us for
all significant cash-generating asset classes not
undergoing a revaluation at balance date.
How has the impact of COVID-19 been factored
into the revaluations/assessments performed?

Preparer and Peer Reviewer have made comment
on Covid impact and uncertainty.

Which of the revaluations/assessments (if any)
rely on future cash flow assumptions or market
based transactions?

Land & Building. Forestry valuation.

For revaluations of assets on a depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) basis to what extent have
COVID-19 factors impacted on the replacement
costs used in the model?

Preparer and Peer Reviewer have assessed the
impact on relevant inputs and noted in their
reports.

Replacement costs used in DRC valuations should
reflect typical and sustainable market conditions.
Have you discussed with your valuers what to
expect from their report and whether it will
include any caveats?

Yes, see above

Some valuers are drawing the attention to the
inherent uncertainties in valuations at this time.
We need to consider the impact of these on our
audit report.
Property, plant and equipment
What impact has COVID-19 had on existing capital
projects?
For example, have any projects been deferred,
changed costs, or had impacts to service delivery?

Delays to some capital projects prior to Covid 19
but none significantly due to Covid19. Some
delays to planting at Ahuriri lagoon.

Are there any projects in work in progress at
balance date that are now unlikely to go ahead?

No

What has been/is the impact on your capital
renewal and replacement programmes?

Increased mobility with IT hardware.

Changes to timing for renewal of assets may
impact on the estimated useful lives of existing
assets.
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Question

Response

Did you purchase any temporary equipment to
enable employees to work from home (e.g. desks,
chairs, printers, laptops) or to protect them in
their role as an essential work (Perspex shields,
added barriers and signage)?

Staff took existing equipment home. Additional
signs printed and hygiene supplies but
operational.

Were these expensed or capitalised? Was the
normal capitalisation threshold applied?
Future cash flows
The questions in this section apply where forecast cash flows have been used for:



the fair value assessment of assets carried at fair value;



the revaluation of assets (e.g. a discounted cash flow valuation approach);



goodwill impairment assessment;



value in use assessments; and



the going concern assessment.

How have the effects of COVID-19 been factored
into forecast cash flows?

2020/21 Annual Plan average rates increase
reduced to 4% from draft 9.8% due to
expectation of carry overs and additional surplus
in 2019/20.

How have the effects of COVID-19 been factored
into determining the appropriate weighted
average cost of capital (WACC) or other discount
rates applied to the forecast cash flow?

n/a

Has any external advice been sought on
determining the appropriate WACC or other
discount rates?

n/a

What impact has COVID-19 had on any growth
assumptions?

Inflation/ indexation assumptions for 2020/21
Annual Plan were revised downwards.

Revenue and trade and other receivables
What assessment has been performed over the
collectability of debtors?

Debtors are monitored monthly, no extra
provision expected.

Have you changed how you calculate your
provision for doubtful debts?

No.

If not, why is the previous calculation method still
appropriate?
Have any significant debtors been disestablished,
liquidated, or otherwise discontinued operations?
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Not expecting any significant impact.

No.
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Question

Response

This will need to be assessed prior to finalising the
financial statements. COVID-19 increases the
likelihood of adjusting events in relation to
impairment of debtors.
Do you have a significant amount of airline credits
as a result of cancellations from COVID-19?

Not significant, $4,049.98 – 59.1% of the credits is
with Air New Zealand.

How are you planning on treating this in your
financial statements?
Investments
Has there been impairment for other investments
such as bonds or shares?

no

Do you have any unquoted shares that are not
valued at balance date?

no

For unquoted shares that are revalued, how have
COVID-19 issues been considered in the valuation?
(for example, impact on profitability of the
investee).
For any loans receivable, will/has the economic
impact of COVID-19 affected the borrower’s ability
to repay the loan?

Healthier Homes / Clean Heat rates are paid as a
voluntary rate but expect them to continue as
part of normal repayment. No concessions made.

Have you provided any relief or concessions to the
borrower?
Assumptions into long-term valuation models
For long-term receivables (or similar) that are
valued using complex models and long term
economic assumptions, such as GDP, CPI, wage
growth, where have these long term assumptions
been sourced from? To what extent have these
taken into account COVID-19 impacts?

We have low level of receivables except for rates
and therefore do not see any impact from Covid19 at this stage.

For long-term employee entitlements (such as
retiring or long service leave) where have the long
term assumptions (such as wage growth) been
sourced from? To what extent have these taken
into account COVID-19 impacts?

No change at this stage.

Leases - lessee
For lessees, have any rental concessions been
provided by your lessor?
If so, how are your proposing to account for the
rental concessions?
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Question

Response

Borrowings
Are any debt covenants at risk of being
breached/have been breached?

No

Does the classification of borrowings as current or
non-current reflect breaches if loans became
repayable on demand and no waiver was obtained
by balance date?
Has the lender provided any relief from interest
payments or any other form of relief, for example
variations to covenants?

No

Have you needed to secure additional borrowing
facilities, or drawn down new or existing facilities?

No

Please provide details.
Staff costs and remuneration
Did you make a claim from the government’s
wages subsidy scheme?

No

If so, have the eligibility criteria been met in full?
Have you sought any legal advice regarding the
wage subsidy?
If the eligibility criteria have not been met, have
you repaid/do you intend to repay the subsidy
received?
How are you planning to recognise, present, and
disclose the wage subsidy and any related
receivables?
Are you planning on disclosing wage subsidy
revenue gross in your statement of
comprehensive income?

N/a

In other words, not offsetting the subsidy against
employee costs.
What is the value of your wage subsidy receivable
at balance date (if relevant)?

n/a

If a valid application was submitted prior to
balance, a receivable should be recognised at the
date of that application.
What is the value of your deferred revenue
liability for the wage subsidy scheme at balance
date?
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Question

Response

A deferred revenue liability should be recognised
at the time a valid application is submitted and
revenue recognised over the 12 week subsidy
period (or 8 weeks for the extension scheme).
Have there been or are there likely to be any oneoff payments or bonus payments to be paid to
staff due to their performance related to COVID? If
not yet paid, have these been accrued?

n/a

Did your staff work on any other areas due to their
usual work not being available? How has this been
reflected in cost allocations?

Yes, some work in CMT and Civil Defence. The
CMT cost has been allocated back to the home
staff section. Civil Defence is a targeted rate and
the additional cost will remain in this cost centre.

Have any remuneration policies been amended as
a result of COVID-19?

No

If so, what has been the impact on employee
entitlements?
Have the board and/or management started to
implement a plan for restructuring before balance
date, or are they likely to do so prior to the
financial statements being issued?

No

If so, please provide details of how many
employees this is expected to impact.
A restructuring provision needs to be recognised
where you have raised a valid expectation in those
affected that you will carry out the restructuring
by starting to implement that plan or announcing
its main features to those affected by it, prior to
balance date.
If this occurred after balance date, this would be a
non-adjusting event that needs to be disclosed if
considered material.
Concessions and other financial support/relief
Have you received any other forms of government
financial support?

NZTA support for public transport

Have any suppliers provided concessions?

No

Tax
Have you claimed, or are you planning to claim a
tax-loss carry back?
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Question

Response

Performance Reporting
Are you aware of the bulletin: Implications of the
COVID-19 emergency for service performance
reporting?

yes

Did any of the conditions under the different alert
levels result in limitations in collecting and
reporting data for performance reporting?

Yes – two measures that rely on surveys couldn’t
be undertaken as planned for public transport

For example, were there any controls/processes
that were unable to operate as per usual during
the lockdown period?
Are there any measures that you are proposing
not to report against due to COVID-19, including
where data was not collected (for example surveys
not completed)?

Yes, see above

Which aspects of your performance have been
significantly impacted by COVID-19?

Reduced public transport service

For example, services may have been reduced or
increased, or new or enhanced services may have
been delivered in response to the COVID-19
emergency.
How do you plan to reflect these impacts in your
performance reporting?

Through Portfolio commentary level of service
reporting explanations

For example, how do you propose to indicate your
performance in relation to any new or enhanced
services?
For any services significantly affected by COVID19, have you considered splitting your reporting
against the relevant service measures into the
period before the COVID-19 emergency and the
subsequent COVID-19 response affected period?

No

Have those charged with governance been
involved in determining the appropriate level of
disclosure on the impact of COVID-19 for
performance reporting?

Yes they will as part of the PARC.

What level of narrative are you planning to include
with your performance information?

Same level as previous years but with further
information for any LOS not achieved.

For example, an introductory paragraph or
detailed disclosure at the individual service or
performance measure level.
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Question

Response

Anything else
Is there anything else you think is important for us
to know?

No

Please discuss with your Appointed Auditor or
Audit Manager if you believe there are any other
significant risks or issues.
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2019 elections FAQs
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WHAT IS THIS PRACTICE NOTE?
This note is intended to provide local authorities with practical advice on Covid-19 and its likely
impacts on the annual report for the year that has just ended.
The remainder of the practice note sets out our views on how Covid-19 and its impacts could
be reflected in the annual report, as well as a list of some of the issues that you might encounter
in preparing the report (see the Appendix).
The advice herein has been prepared by SOLGM’s Business Performance Working Party in
conjunction with the Office of the Auditor-General. It reflects our collective expertise at national
level. It is meant to inform, but not replace, your own consideration of the impacts in your local
authority and your identification of solutions. Likewise, the note is intended to assist, and not
replace, discussions with your appointed auditor.

A word on timing
As we prepared this note we learned that the Government intended to legislate to provide
for an extension of the reporting deadline for the 2019/20 annual reports. While not officially
confirmed at this point, we understand that the extension will be of some six weeks to two
months, i.e. 31 December is the latest date contemplated (though no-one is going to thank
you if the annual report is still ongoing after about 15 December!).
Important: The extension is dependent on enactment of the legislation before Parliament rises
for the election on 6 August. Other mechanisms for providing an extension exist, such as an
order-in-council under section 261 of the Local Government Act, but require approval of Cabinet.
The extension is a recognition of the additional complexities involved in the preparation
and audit of the 2019-20 annual report. The impacts of Covid-19 have been felt in different
local authorities in different ways, not all will ‘need’ some or all of the extension. We strongly
advise local authorities to avoid treating any extension as a new target – among other things
there is a long-term plan to advance (and many of the key decisions will be needed in the
October/November period).
The DIA/OAG joint announcement of the above noted that “auditors need to prioritise
the audits of information significant to the financial statements of the Government and
organisations participating in debt and equity markets”. Early engagement on timeframes will
be particularly important this year, as will early identification of any issues and complexities
in annual report preparation whether Covid-19 related or not.
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LINKING TO THE PURPOSE OF ANNUAL REPORTS
Section 98(2) of the Local Government Act 2002 states that the purpose of the annual report is:
(a)

to compare the actual activities and the actual performance of the local authority in the
year with the intended activities and the intended level of performance as set out in respect
of the year in the long-term plan and the annual plan; and

(b)

to promote the local authority’s accountability to the community for the decisions made
throughout the year by the local authority. (emphasis supplied)

An annual report closes the accountability loop to the community. It provides the community with
information about the actual financial and service performance of the council and its subsidiaries
and explains the reasons for any variances from the intended performance. The Covid-19
pandemic and public health response will have had significant financial and non-financial impact
on the actual performance of the council.1 Disclosure promotes public understanding of the
reasons underpinning what could be very significant negative variances in performance.
Local authorities work to achieve more than one objective, and provide multiple services towards
meeting those objectives. Each service or activity will have been impacted slightly differently by
Covid-19. A high-level disclosure might be appropriate for inclusion at the front of the report,
but the tale of Covid-19 should be woven through the entire report.
Covid-19 disclosure for the front of the annual report should:
•

describe what were the major impacts on the financials and on the key financial results?
What challenges or issues does this create and what is the council intending to do to
resolve them? This would be largely drawn from the key points from the discussion around
the financial results (see below)

•

identify the really important projects that were due for completion in the past year and
weren’t completed (e.g. use your significance policy and the annual plan as the guide for
selecting these).2 What specifically was the impact of Covid-19 and why did that mean
the project wasn’t completed e.g. non-essential capital work was shut down for six weeks.
You might also highlight what did get completed for balance’s sake

•

comment on whether there other major factors that drove performance during the year

•

any changes in the local authority’s strategic settings and/or world view – while not essential
it’s useful to let the community know of any changes as part of setting the scene for the
2021 long-term plans.

Disclosure in this part of the annual report isn’t meant to be a lengthy or technical treatise – save
that for reports on your groups of activities.
The following are expected disclosures in respect of the financial statements:
•

a general Covid-19 commentary narrating the resultant impact on the local authority and
its services provided during the alert levels

•

significant variances between forecast financial results and actual financial results. This
incorporates both a general commentary of variances and in the notes to financial
statements. In many local authorities, impacts were felt on some or all of the following:
expenditure (both operating and capital); rates revenue; fees and charges; development
contributions and investment income. What was the net impact on the council’s overall

1
2

While we consider it unlikely that there are any local authorities that would have avoided significant impacts on its performance, any local
authority in this position might disclose the reasons why the entity was not impacted as this result is probably against community expectation.
Remember the annual report is the mirror of the annual plan – if you said project x was significant and due for completion in the 2019/20
annual plan, the completion (or otherwise) should be noted in the annual report.
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financial position both short and long-term? For example, did Covid-19 have an impact on
the values of any assets, did the council borrow more than expected and if so, what for?
•

key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of uncertainty in estimation
at the reporting date that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of adjustments to assets and liabilities within the next financial year (as
required by Public Sector PBE accounting standards)

•

disclosure about any subsequent events that might have material impacts on the financials
for matters that occurred after 30 June 2020.

SOME GENERAL TIPS
Engage with your auditors early on the issues – there will be more judgement calls, estimates and
assumptions in this annual report. Don’t leave it to the last minute to begin engaging with your
auditors. Have a proposed solution or position on the issue and start discussing this early. The
discussion may well involve comparison of solutions with others (using LG Connect or comparing
notes with councils around you may be helpful if done judiciously).
Be wary of attributing too much to Covid-19 – there will be some temptation to leap straight to
“it was Covid-19” as the explanation for variations in planned performance. While it’s important
to know what the impacts of Covid-19 were, a blanket judgement may disguise other important
factors e.g. over optimistic capital programmes, performance targets set and then not supported
with resource etc. Look at what your systems for recording and reporting performance were
telling you at the end of December, and at the end of March (or monthly where information is
collated monthly).
Activity managers must be involved – following on from the previous tip the activity managers
are generally those in the best position to know and understand the drivers behind any variances
in the performance of the organisation. While an annual report needs a consistent format and
‘voice’, the report must draw on material from the activity manager. If they are not the authors
of the first draft, then some process is needed to ensure their perspectives and specialist
knowledge are captured.

COUNCIL-CONTROLLED ORGANISATIONS
The post-Covid-19 economic environment has adversely affected the operating environments
of many council-controlled organisations (CCOs). In some cases, the future viability of the CCO
might be at risk – the going concern assumption will get a particularly rigorous testing by the
auditor.
In many cases this possibility will have already been raised in the 2020-21 annual planning
process or at some point during the level three/four alert. If you haven’t already done so, work
with the CCO to pull together information such as budgets, forecasts and any guarantees/loan
facilities (where this is legally permitted) and any other support. This may mean needing to seek
decisions from the elected members as to the extent to which they are prepared to support a
struggling CCO.
Even minor losses of revenue might create some risk to service delivery. There may be some call
to renegotiate service level agreements which may have implications for the levels of service
provided.
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Don’t forget that there are additional disclosure requirements for entities where the going concern
assumption doesn’t apply. While focused on the needs of corporates, the External Reporting
Board has prepared an advisory on the going concern test and types of disclosures that may
be required. This is at: https://www.xrb.govt.nz/dmsdocument/3663
The other major CCO related issue is the timeliness and quality of the supply of information from
incorporation into the consolidated financial statements and the CCO disclosures required under
clause 28 of schedule 10 of the Local Government Act 2002. The schedule 10 requirements include:
(a)

a report against any significant policies or objectives that your local authority has with
respect to the ownership and control of the CCO

(b)

a comparison of the actual nature and scope of the CCO’s activities against plan and

(c)

a comparison between actual performance and the key performance targets and other
measures.

VALUATIONS
Accounting standards require an assessment of fair value at the end of each reporting period
to see if there have been any material movements in the values of any asset class. This includes
network and community infrastructure; and property, plant and equipment; financial and other
investments (such as properties held for resale). Where there has been such a movement, a
revaluation is required.
There may be significant issues undertaking valuations in the post Covid-19 environment,
particularly for those assets where the valuation is based on discounted cashflow methodologies
or market transactions (e.g. land, financial investments). Covid-19 is less likely to raise issues for
infrastructure valued using depreciated replacement cost methodologies – the key drivers for
which are replacement costs and remaining useful life.
The expectation is that local authorities and their associated entities (e.g. CCOs) will use their best
endeavours to assess whether material movements have occurred and to determine fair values.
In these circumstances a sound understanding of the valuer’s reports is required, particularly:
•

if fair values are genuinely unable to be determined

•

any exclusions, caveats or qualifications to the valuation or

•

significant uncertainties or risks to the valuation

•

what impacts were Covid-19 related.

Any significant uncertainty or material exclusion or qualification will need to be disclosed in
the financial statements. Where these apply, engage with your appointed auditors as early as
possible – their reports could comment on any or all of these matters.
Audit New Zealand have produced a useful bulletin on valuation matters and related disclosures
which can be found at:
https://auditnz.parliament.nz/good-practice/public-sector-reporting/bulletin-one
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SERVICE PERFORMANCE REPORTING
Covid-19 has had a substantial impact on the performance of local authorities and their associated
entities. Some services have been interrupted or delivered to a lower level. In some cases, new
services have been delivered, or delivered to a higher level of service performance. Disclosures
of service performance might include:
•

whether services were able to continue during the different Covid-19 alert levels (and
which)

•

the extent to which services were reduced in response to Covid-19 alert levels (the same
goes for any services for which service levels were increased)

•

whether any new services were delivered

•

whether the Covid-19 alert has impacted on your ability to report against any of your
performance measures.

Service performance reporting isn’t simply a matter of recorded targets achieved and not
achieved. Involvement of the activity managers in writing the performance reports will be
particularly important this year. Their specialist knowledge of their activities will add richness
to the disclosures of not only what happened but why it happened.
We cannot conceive of any circumstances where a local authority would have avoided any
significant impact. It is a result that may not be what the community expects – if your local
authority is in this boat a short explanation of the reasons would be helpful.
Where performance targets were not met descriptions such as ‘achieved/not achieved’ are not
entirely helpful. A clear explanation of the reasons for non-achievement must be included – this
could be as simple as a statement that the service was closed for the duration of the level three/
four alert, that only emergency works were consented etc. Other options such as disclosing
performance pre and post-alert might provide the reader with useful context about the degree
of impact that the higher alert levels actually had. Engage early with your auditors on the reasons
for variances and your local authorities’ proposed approach.
Where your local authority has provided new services, use your best endeavours to provide
information that gives an indication of performance for these services. A typical example might
be in the welfare support area. There is no expectation that there would be any new performance
measures for these services – though you might consider the suitability of any quantitative
measures developed for other purposes. In these cases, an appropriate balanced narrative
setting out the service, the extent of the service (e.g. amount, coverage etc) and any available
information about service quality or success.
It is possible that some systems for recording performance may not have operated during the level
three and four alert or may not have operated as intended. This may mean some performance
measures are unavailable or that there are some limitations in the data. In these circumstances
local authorities should explain the reasons why performance cannot be reported or where the
information is less accurate or reliable than usual (and why). Engage early with your auditors
on any issues of this nature, and your proposed treatment.
Audit New Zealand has produced a more detailed briefing on reporting service performance
post Covid-19. This can be accessed from:
https://auditnz.parliament.nz/good-practice/public-sector-reporting/bulletin-two
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APPENDIX:
Covid-19 related matters that may be encountered in the 2019/20 annual
report
Financial impacts

Loan covenant breaches and related disclosures
Liquidity management issues and related disclosures
Provision for doubtful debts / expected credit loss allowance under PBE IPSAS 9
Measurement and recognition of any no/low interest loans provided or committed to
Treatment of deferred receivables e.g. those councils that deferred the fourth quarter instalment.
Assets

Fair value assessments and valuations post-Covid – such as investment properties, land &
buildings etc.
Consideration of impairment indicators for assets, including investments in other organisations
Assets held for sale
Impacts on the capital programme resulting from lockdown and any contractor failure.
CCO issues

Valuation of CCOs
Timeliness and quality of the financial information supplied by CCOs
Provisions of financial support e.g. capital injections etc to struggling CCOs
Validity (or otherwise) of the going concern assumption and any evidence required to support
that assumption
Any short-term variations in significant policies or objectives regarding ownership
Service performance issues.
Contracts

Consideration of onerous contracts and contingent contractual clauses
The impact of any intension to modify contractual arrangements.
Accounting issues

Disclosures of judgments, assumptions and estimates in line with greater degrees of uncertainty
Events after balance date
Accounting for wage subsidies
Accounting for government grants
Accounting for insurance recoveries
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Accounting for finance leases – especially any relief provided to tenants
Tax considerations.
Non-financial reporting

Significant changes to levels of service during lockdown for example:
•

community facilities and other services closed or that operated under reduced opening
hours during lockdown

•

changes in ways of working and their impact on levels of services e.g. consent processing
times, limits on passengers permitted on passenger transport

•

areas where levels of service changed in other ways e.g. recycling in some communities
were stopped and residents directed to send recyclable waste to landfill via other solid
waste collection.

Inability to measure performance during the lockdown period and/or any limits or constraints
that lockdown might have created on delivery e.g. response times to non-essential service issues.
Resident surveys not undertaken and/or any limitations or potential areas where results might
be materially skewed (e.g. resident satisfaction with services that they were unable to access
during the lockdown period)
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8. Public Excluded
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Report
Meeting Date

Thursday, 13 August 2020

Author

Vivienne Ong, Committee Advisor

Endorsed by

Catherine Schache, General Counsel

Meeting with the public excluded
1.

That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely:
 1.1
Sensitive Expenditure BI Report – June 2020

2.

The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:

General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each
matter

Ground(s) under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution

1.1 Sensitive Expenditure
Report – June 2020

That good reason exists for not Section 48(1)(a)
discussing the matter with the
public present and is not
outweighed by the public
interest.

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or
relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
1.1

Enable the Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations)
– Section 7(2)(i)
Protect information where the making available of the information would be
likely unreasonably to prejudice the commercial position of the person who
supplied or who is the subject of the information – Section 7(2)(b)(ii)

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Committee.
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9. Notices of Motion
10. Extraordinary and Urgent Business
11. General Business
12. Questions
13. Next Meeting
14. Closure
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